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Insert the center I-Beam into the End Rail as shown. The 
top fl ange of the I-Beam goes on top of the End Rail and 
the bottom fl ange of the I-Beam sits on top of the bottom 
fl ange of the End Rail as in fi rst picture in this step. Insert 
the screws and locknuts and hand tighten.

Install one Intermediate Crossmember I-Beam into the 
Side Rail, attach with the screws and locknuts and hand 
tighten. Notice that the Intermediate Crossmember fi ts 
in between the fl anges on the Side Rails but not where it 
attaches to the center I-Beam.

Step 6

Step 5

Step 4



This illustration shows the attachment of the Intermediate 
Crossmembers to the center I-Beam of the frame. Notice 
that the bottom fl ange of this Crossmember fi ts underneath 
the bottom fl ange of the center I-Beam. Insert the screws 
and lock nuts and hand tighten. Attach the second 
Crossmember in the same manner as the fi rst, but do not 
install the screws into this side rail yet. Continue to next 
step.

Step 7



You now have all the frame components attached to 
the frame except the last End Rail. Make sure all of the 
connections are fi tted tightly and tighten all of the screws 
you have installed so far on the top side of the frame.

This illustration shows the remaining connection of the 
Crossmember into the Side Rail that remains unattached. 
The purpose for this is to allow room to slide individual 
boards into place in the forward section of the frame. (If you 
are planning on making removable drop in deck panels for the 
frame you can disregard this step and install the screws and 
tighten this connection to the Side Rail.)

Step 8
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This illustration shows the installation of individual deck 
boards into the fi rst half of the frame. (Disregard this 
step and the next step if you will be making removable 
deck panels.) Once you are at the halfway point, install 
and tighten the (2) screws that attach the remaining 
Crossmember to the Side Rail.

This illustration shows the process of sliding the remaining 
deck boards into the frame.

Step 10



This illustration shows fi tting one end of the remaining End 
Rail into the Side Rail. Install the (2) screws and locknuts 
into this connection and hand tighten. 

This illustration shows the process of attaching the center 
I-Beam to the remaining End Rail and installing the (2) 
screws and locknuts. Then hand tighten.

Tighten the corner connection fi rst and then the remaining 
connection to the Center I-Beam.
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Slide the last board into the frame and you will be able to 
fl ex the remaining corner connection to snap in the last 
deck board.

You may now push the remaining corner together and fl ip 
the frame over to put the remainder of the fasteners into 
the frame.

Step 14 Step 15
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The fi nal top of the frame corner connection is made by 
installing the (2) Self Tapping Screws provided. Fit corner 
together tightly and tighten.

Install the Stainless Steel Hex Head Bolts and locknuts into 
the bottom half of the frame and tighten.

Step 17


